September 18, 2018

Critical Global Conversations
Student Series: Brexit as a Symptom of a Shift in Culture

Time: 3:00pm - 4:15pm
Location: Tanenbaum 253, Rare Book Room

“It is a time to redefine British identity” - Saratu Kitchener LLM’19

Looking at several tensions before and after the referendum, Professors Michael Lobban and Andrea Tosato will engage in conversation about the cleavage in the U.K. between young and old, urban and rural, and other divides. At a time of uncertainty, this critical global conversation merges with the culture salons to debate on the political, economic, social, and cultural challenges that Brexit poses.

Bok Visiting International Professor Michael Lobban in conversation with Visiting Scholar Andrea Tosato

Introduced and moderated by Saratu Kitchener LLM’19 and LSE Law Graduate

Discussant leaders
Solu Adekoya LLM’19 and Charlie McCombe LLM’19

Michael Lobban is Professor of Legal History at the London School of Economics and a Fellow of the British Academy. Currently, he is a Bok Visiting International Professor at Penn Law.

Andrea Tosato is an Assistant Professor of Law at the University of Nottingham and an advisor to the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in matters of International Intellectual property and International commercial law. Currently, he is a Visiting Scholar at Penn Law.

Program sponsored by International Programs.

Registration for this event is now closed.